Faith Dealers

By Kevin S.

The information and opinions expressed are based on evidence obtained from credible internet sources. The goal is to expose an elitist minority who work tirelessly to control hearts, minds, and souls.

My decision to compile this research was inspired by Miles’ recent paper entitled Steve Martin: A Wild and Crazy…Genealogy. I was particularly struck by Miles’ assertion that “Jewish interests infiltrated American Christianity, planting many agents, and making it look ridiculous on purpose…In fact, this infiltration of Christianity has simply been a part of the old Theosophy project. While they were importing and bastardizing foreign religions in order to compete with Christianity, they were at the same time infiltrating Christianity and blowing it up from the inside”. I then recalled that Steve Martin had once starred in a film called Leap of Faith in the early ’90s about a “fake faith healer”. Martin’s co-star in the movie was Jewish actress Debra Winger, and the film’s director was Richard Pearce who has no parents listed on Wikipedia or IMDB, but he’s married to a woman named Lynzee Klingman. Pearce attended Yale University where he was a member of the Scroll and Key Society.

So, we’re off and running. My next order of business was to take a closer look at Steve Martin’s former romantic interest and performing partner Stormie Omartian who became a seller of Christian books. Once again from Miles’ paper, “This is a problem since she was born Stormie Sherk, which is a Jewish name. See Scherk Cosmetics. They are a very wealthy family…She has no genealogy online, not even parents listed…A search on the name Omartian pulled up nothing, from Armenia or anywhere else”. But the name Omartian does pull up an individual that very likely wasn’t relevant to the scope of Miles’ paper, but is the perfect person to kick start this examination of what I’m calling “Faith Dealers”.

Society.
Paige Armstrong (b. 6/9/90) married her record producer, Chris Omartian on 11/11/11. He is the son of Grammy award-winning producer Michael Omartian and best-selling author Stormie Omartian. Paige was born in Florida (city?) to Gary and Donna Armstrong [think Custer], but she grew up in Doylestown, Pennsylvania. Doylestown is affluent, very white (95.24%), and has produced many famous Jewish people including, Oscar Hammerstein, Stephen Sondheim, Dorothy Parker (Rothschild), S.J. Perelman, George S. Kaufman, and pop-singer Alecia Beth Moore aka Pink. Doylestown also produced Justin Guarini, who in 2002 was the runner-up on the first season of American Idol. Guarini’s mother just also happened to be a journalist for CNN.

We are told that Paige developed a rare form of cancer called Ewing’s sarcoma at the age of 11, although to date, she is completely cancer-free. During her treatment through chemotherapy (name of hospital?), she began writing songs about the way she felt during her trials. It was her positive attitude that gained the attention of the Make-A-Wish Foundation, and they arranged for her to record a Bath & Body Works holiday CD of four songs that was included as a bonus disc for “This Perfect Christmas 2005”. Interesting because if you go to the Jewish Museum Berlin website https://www.jmberlin.de/en/exhibition-scherk-cosmetics, the top of the page for Scherk Cosmetics states “You’ve come to a family of perfumers.” Bath & Body Works coincidentally specializes in shower gels, lotions, fragrance mists, perfumes, candles, and home fragrances.

They then tried to push Paige as a Christian “spunk rock” star with no success.

I find it perplexing that devout Christians wouldn’t notice that the stars on the guitar look like inverted pentagrams when it’s being played (especially that big red one). The band backing her is named “Our Hearts Hero” which I would assume is referring to Jesus, so why is the name on the guitar upside down?

If you think that’s a stretch, the song performed in the video (Wake Up) was co-written by Tiffany Arbuckle Lee. The first hoax exposed in my Strange Relations series involved Fatty Arbuckle, and Lee/Lea is an old family name that I can trace back to Roscoe Arbuckle’s probable father Charles Crocker, along with many, many others. [It has also come up in many of Miles’ recent papers, including the ones on the artist Turner, Mel Gibson, and Ben Franklin.] Tiffany Arbuckle Lee is now better known in alternative rock and electronica by her stage
name “Plumb”. Her music is also widely used in film and television. Her 2007 single “In My Arms” was used in conjunction with key plot narratives for both *Vampire Diaries* and One Tree Hill.

Note the use of the plumb in Freemasonic imagery. Tiffany Arbuckle Lee claims that the name Plumb came from the Suzanne Vega song “My Favorite Plum.” She has said subsequently that the addition of the letter “B” to the end was the idea of her producer Matt Bronleewee. Matt Bronleewee’s mother’s name is Beverly Jean Rockefeller. Just a coincidence, right? Bronleewee formed the band *Jars of Clay* with Charlie Lowell (of the famous Boston Lowells) after Lowell spotted him wearing a T-shirt for the band *Toad the Wet Sprocket*. Toad the Wet Sprocket’s singer and primary songwriter is Glen Phillips who grew up in a household where Reform Judaism was practiced. See Miles’ paper *Elvis Aron Presley: Intelligence Project* for much more on the Phillips/Philips name and their influence in the music industry. In my research, I have linked the name Phillips to *Phyllis Livingston Baker, John Fairbanks, Dick Cheney, Frances Ford Seymour, Ann Sheridan, and Jodie Foster*. Clint Eastwood is related to the Boston Lowells, as is former CIA director Kingman Douglass.

Since we don’t know where Paige Armstrong descends from, it’s possible that she’s related to Herbert W. Armstrong (7/31/92-1/16/86):
Armstrong founded the **Radio Church of God** which was incorporated October 21, **1933**, and was renamed **Worldwide Church of God**. Unlike Paige, this Armstrong’s family tree is very fruitful indeed. Herbert’s paternal 2nd great-grandmother’s name was Ruth **Bennett**. Through the Bennett lineage, we can directly link Herbert to those naughty Gish Sisters and Dick Cheney. His mother’s name was Eva **Wright**, and her 3gg-father married Nancy **Morgan**. Nancy Morgan descends from the **Hiltons** leading us to the names **Moore**, **Throckmorton**, **Mainwaring**, **Neville**, and **Bourchier**. Herbert Armstrong is a direct descendant of **George Neville, 1st Baron Latimer** and **John Bourchier, 1st Baron Berners**. Through the Moores and Hiltons, he is related to **Phyllis Livingston Baker**, **Gerald Ford**, **Bette Davis** and **Walter Cronkite**. Herbert Armstrong also shares great-grandparents with **Tom Brokaw**, **Humphrey Bogart**, and **Clara Bow** through the Mainwaring’s. By tracing his maternal grand-father we find that he was related to the **Balls** and this links him to **Ginger Rogers**, **Lucille Ball**, **Phyllis Livingston Baker and George Washington**, among numerous others. [Miles: including George Armstrong Custer.]

[Another prominent evangelist during this period was **Aimee Semple McPherson** (1890-1944). Her parents were James **Morgan Kennedy** and Mildred **Pearce**. Despite McPherson’s enormous fame and influence, nobody on this physical plane of existence knows whence she came. Her story involves a kidnapping hoax, and possibly faked death at the age of **53**. Perhaps a future subject to explore.]

Herbert Armstrong was born in Iowa to a **Quaker** family. At the age of 18, on the advice of an uncle, he decided to take a job in a Des Moines newspaper, **The Daily Capital** (because when you’re 18, you can just decide such things). His decade-long career in the **advertising industry** had a strong impact on his future ministry. In **1917**, he met Lorna Dillon, a distant cousin, and they married on his 25th birthday (7/31). Lorna became persuaded the Bible taught Sabbath observance on Saturday, and she challenged her husband to find biblical support for Sunday observance. As his business was struggling against larger competitors, Armstrong had the time to take up this challenge. (**That doesn’t ring true. If his business were struggling he would have less time**).  

Let’s fast-forward a bit. Herbert was eventually baptized in 1927, and in 1931 he became an ordained minister of the Oregon Conference of the Church of God (Seventh Day—Saturday). After severing ties with the Church of God (Seventh Day) as the result of doctrinal disputes, he began to teach a form of British Israelism.

**British Israelism** (also called **Anglo-Israelism**) is a movement holding that the people of Great Britain are "genetically, racially, and linguistically the direct descendants" of the Ten Lost Tribes of ancient Israel. British Israelism arose in England, then spread to the United
States. Although scattered British Israel societies are known to have existed as early as 1872, there was at first no real move to develop an organization beyond the small groups of believers which had arisen spontaneously. The beginnings of the movement as an identifiable religious force can, therefore, be more accurately placed in the 1880's when the circumstances of the time were particularly propitious for the appearance of a movement so imperialistically-orientated.

Note the dates since it was in 1875 that the Theosophical Society was formed. In his paper, The Society of Friends looks like another Jewish Front Miles writes, “nearly simultaneous with the rise of the Theosophy project—the Quakers were assigned a new project, and entered their modern phase….the “Liberal Friends” promoted Darwinism, feminism, modern Biblical criticism, and generally a more aggressive humanism.” Since Herbert Armstrong was raised Quaker and British Israelism had Jewish support, it appears that British Israelism was just another Intel elixir used to muddy the “holy” waters.

Early British Israelites such as Edward Hine and John Wilson were Philo-Semites (a term used to describe an interest in, respect for and an appreciation of Jewish people, their history and the influence of Judaism, particularly on the part of a Gentile). British Israelism itself had several Jewish members, and it received support from rabbis throughout the 19th century. Within British politics, the movement supported Benjamin Disraeli, who was descended from Sephardi Jews, while they also favored Theodor Herzl in his advocacy of Zionism.

In October 1933, a small 100-watt radio station in Eugene, Oregon, offered free time to Armstrong for a morning devotional. Armstrong began to make (false) prophetic claims that piqued the interest of his audience. In 1946, Armstrong moved his headquarters from Eugene to Pasadena, and on March 3, 1946, the Radio Church of God was officially incorporated within the state of California. On October 8, 1947, his new college, Ambassador College opened its doors. [Since October means eighth month, that is quite a date for the opening. 8/8 and then year one of the CIA.]

In 1960 a second campus was opened in Bricket Wood, Hertfordshire, England. This choice of location is curious since it is also the home of the Bricket Wood coven, a coven of Gardnerian witches founded in the 1940s by Gerald Gardner. It was notable for being the first coven in the Gardnerian line, though having its supposed origins in the pre-Gardnerian New Forest coven. The coven is still active today, though it maintains secrecy and its history is only known up until the 1970s. See Miles’ paper The Unabomber was Another Psy-op for more about Gardner and Wicca.
In 1956 Armstrong met **Stanley Rader**. [Note the name Stanley, especially.] Under contract with the Radio Church of God, Rader worked on improving its accounting system, thereby creating a highly favorable impression with Armstrong, who then urged him to attend law school at Armstrong's expense. In 1963 Rader graduated from the University of Southern California Law School. After coming to terms regarding salary and compensation, in 1969 Rader decided to devote his full-time to the service of Armstrong. Stanley Rader's mother's name was Pearl Barron (*think* Clarence Barron, Dow Jones/Wall Street Journal). Her mother was a **Goldstein**. Rader’s great-grandfather Sam Rader was married to Gussie **Goldberg**, and his paternal grandmother’s name was Sirotin, which is Russian. All Jewish names.

Rader, who still considered himself Jewish, was baptized into WCG by Armstrong in 1975 using a hotel bathtub at the Mandarin Hotel in Hong Kong (*how’s that for an in-your-face affront*?). This move allowed Rader to reposition himself as a high-ranking church evangelist to quell misgivings by many in the ministerial hierarchy who felt that Rader's undue influence on Armstrong was troubling.

Whereas the plan of Herbert Armstrong’s son **Garner Ted Armstrong** was to ease his aging father into retirement, the plan of Rader and his aide Robert Kuhn (*international corporate strategist and investment banker*) was to transform Herbert W. Armstrong from an elderly evangelist into a more secular leader.

In 1975, therefore, they incorporated the Ambassador International Cultural Foundation (AICF) which was actually funded from the tithe money of members of the Worldwide Church of God. Consequently, the AICF transformed Ambassador Auditorium, on the Ambassador College campus, from a church auditorium, in which Saturday Sabbath church services were conducted, into a “Carnegie Hall of the West,” and launched a concert series featuring the top names in classical music, jazz, and the performing arts. PBS and other television networks made use of this glamorous new venue. The AICF also created a new, glossy, **secular**, coffee-table, commercial magazine called **Quest**, with a circulation of several hundred thousand copies.

Additionally, the AICF bought the book publisher Everest House and funded the motion picture *Paper Moon* starring Tatum and Ryan O'Neal. Ryan O’Neal was born Charles Samuel Eldridge Patrick Ryan O’Neal III. His co-star was Madeline **Kahn** (*born Madeline Wolfson, the daughter of a garment manufacturer, and his wife, Freda nee Goldberg*). The film was directed by Peter Bogdanovich, whose Austrian-born mother (*nee Robinson*) was Jewish. The screenplay was adapted by Alvin Sargent (*born Alvin Supowitz according to IMDB. *Wikipedia* neglects to mention that fact*).

The film’s plot revolves around a conman and his “daughter” as they grift their way across the heartland of America. Gee, I wonder what could have inspired Stanley Rader to fund such a project?

Rader used his own professional legal accounting practice and incorporated new companies in order to conduct profitable business enterprises on behalf of the Worldwide Church of God. The companies mostly owned and controlled by Rader included:
• **Rader, Helge & Gerson**, which provided legal representation for the church.
• **Rader, Cornwall, Kessler, and Palazzo**, which provided accounting services for the church.
• **Worldwide Advertising, Inc.**, which booked *The World Tomorrow* on radio and television stations.
• **Mid-Atlantic Leasing**, which leased light aircraft and a Gulfstream II, to enable Rader and Armstrong to fly around the world meeting kings, princes, presidents, and prime ministers, all paid for by the Worldwide Church of God.
• **Wilshire Travel**, which made the travel bookings for Rader and Armstrong.
• **Gateway Publishing**, which printed books used by the church.

Almost until his final days, there was uncertainty about who would succeed Armstrong in the event of his death. On 1/7/86, Armstrong decided to appoint evangelist-rank minister Joseph Tkach. The name Tkach is of Carpatho-Rusyn (Ukrainian) origin. Tkach had worked closely with former church executive Stanley Rader before Rader’s 1981 retirement from active service with the church. Rader received substantial pension payments arising under his contractual agreement with the church.

A further search on the name “Rader” produced:

**Paul Alexander Rader** (b. 3/14/1934) is an American religious leader, who was the 15th General of the Salvation Army. He was born in New York City, but we are not given his parent’s names. He married a woman named Kay, last name unknown. The only family connection we are provided is that he is the great-nephew of evangelist (Daniel) Paul Rader.

**Daniel Paul Rader** (8/24/1879-7/19/1938) was an influential evangelist in the Chicago area during the early 20th century and was America’s first nationwide radio preacher. He was the senior pastor of the famous Moody Church from 1915-1921. (Henry Parsons Crowell, the founder of The Quaker Oats Company, spent 40 years as the chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Moody Bible Institute). Besides sharing great-grandparents with Nancy Reagan (Partridge/Smith), Rader was a direct descendant of:

• James Hamilton, 2nd Earl of Abercorn and his wife Katharine Clifton, 2nd Baroness Clifton. She had previously been married to Lord Esme Stewart, Duke of Lennox.
• John Leslie, 6th Earl of Rothes, and Lady Anne Erskine, daughter of Sir John Erskine, 18th Earl of Mar and Mary Stewart.
• In the 1600s, we find the couplings Napier & Booth/Scotland, McFarland & Montgomery/Ireland, Watson & Walker/England.
Rader wrote several hymns, one of which was “Only Believe”, a personal favorite of singer Elvis Presley. Presley recorded the song as a single in 1971, where it spent two weeks on the chart.

**Isaac Paul Rader** (1906-1986) was born in Brooklyn, New York. Very early on he showed a gift for realistic portraiture, and at age 16 he became one of the youngest artists in America to have an Art Museum exhibit of his paintings. Isaac Rader did advertisements for Sharp & Doane Drugs and General Electric kitchens. He illustrated for such magazines as Redbook, Family Circle, Swank, and Bachelor. Rader quickly became one of the greatest of the “sexy cover” artists of that era. Isaac Rader’s family history, like his early paintings, appear to be lost to history. His mother’s name was Minnie Portnoy.

*Portnoy Family History.* **Jewish** (from Ukraine and Belarus): occupational name for a tailor from Russian portnoj. His wife’s mother’s name was Maude Hale, but her history is likewise scrubbed.

**Hale** is a surname. Lords of Loddon-Hales, Hale or "De Halys" traces back to Lord Roger De Halys circa 1130, whose descendant Lord Roger De Halys married Alice Scrogins circa 1275 whose daughter Alice Hale married Thomas, Prince of England (Son of Edward I of England).

Fortunately for us, some of Isaac Rader’s later “works” have been preserved.

Those Rader’s get you comin’ and goin’, don’t they?

Let’s now examine a present-day ministry to see who’s running this show.

**Joyce Meyer** (born Pauline Joyce Hutchison, 6/4/43) is a Charismatic Christian author and speaker and president of **Joyce Meyer Ministries**. To start with, Meyer is a Jewish name. One of the most prominent. Are people just stupid? Meyer frequented local bars before meeting Dave Meyer. They were married on 1/7/67. Meyer reports that she was praying intensely while
driving to work one morning in 1976 (age 33) when she said she heard God call her name. She says that she came home later that day from a beauty appointment “full of liquid love” and was “drunk with the Spirit of God” that night while at the local bowling alley. (I think that’s called “a bender”.) Within a few years, Meyer was an associate pastor. In 1985, she resigned as associate pastor and began her own ministry and began airing a radio show on six stations from Chicago to Kansas City. In 1993, her husband Dave suggested they start a TV ministry initially airing on superstation WGN-TV in Chicago and Black Entertainment Television (BET). See how easy it is? Now let’s fast-forward a decade to 2003.

In November 2003, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch published a four-part special report detailing Meyer’s
- $10 million corporate jet
- $107,000 silver-gray Mercedes sedan
- $2 million home and houses worth another $2 million for her four children
- $20 million headquarters, furnished with $5.7 million worth of furniture, artwork, glassware, and the latest equipment and machinery including a $30,000 malachite round table, a $23,000 marble-topped antique commode, a $14,000 custom office bookcase, among many other expensive items all paid for by the ministry.

The articles prompted Wall Watchers (a Christian nonprofit watchdog group) to call on the IRS to investigate Meyer and her family. Joyce Meyer Ministries says it has made a commitment to maintain transparency in financial dealings, publish their annual reports, and have a Board majority who are not Meyer relatives.

Joyce Meyer Ministries Board of Directors
- **Pastor Don Clowers**, Don Clowers Ministries based in Carrollton, Texas
- **Pastor Bob Yandian**, Grace Fellowship Church in Tulsa, Oklahoma
- **Pastor Tommy Barnett**, Phoenix First Assembly of God in Phoenix, Arizona
- **Paul Schermann**, FSHS and Associates, Inc. an independent financial consulting business
- **Dr. Paul Osteen**, Brother of Joel Osteen of Lakewood Church

Osteen’s sermons and writings are sometimes criticized for promoting prosperity theology, or the prosperity gospel, a belief that material gain is a reward for pious Christians.

So, no Meyers on the board, right? But wait:

Joyce Meyer, Pres.   Dave Meyer, V.P.   David Meyer, CEO   Daniel Meyer, CEO
AND
Dru Hammer, Hammered Heart Foundation. Dru was the corporate secretary and board member of the Armand Hammer Foundation for twenty-two years. She was born Dru Anne Mobley and is the spouse of Michael Armand Hammer. He is the grandson of industrialist Armand Hammer. Best known for his ties to Occidental Petroleum, he also owns numerous businesses.

One of their children is an actor:


His mother, Dru Ann (nee Mobley), is a former bank loan officer, and his father, Michael Armand Hammer serves on the Investment Committee and Board of Reference for Oral Roberts University.

Hammer's paternal great-grandfather was oil tycoon and philanthropist Armand Hammer. Armand's own parents were Russian Jewish immigrants, and Armand's father, Julius Hammer, who was from Odessa, Ukraine, founded the Communist Party in New York. Armie's paternal great-grandmother was Russian-born actress and singer Olga Vadimovna Vadina (aka Von Root), the daughter of a tsarist general.

So, the Hammers are closely affiliated with Hollywood AND Christianity? Since they are Jewish industrialists, the Hollywood connection makes sense, but the Christian angle will require a closer examination.

Wiki tells us that Michael Armand Hammer is the founder of Grace Christian Academy in the Cayman Islands and Christian Communications Association, a Christian radio station also in the Cayman Islands. As most people should know by now, the Cayman Islands are a major world offshore financial haven for wealthy individuals. If that isn’t suspicious enough, he also sits on the Board of Directors and the Executive Committee for the Los Angeles Dream Center. This church was founded in 1993 by Matthew Barnett, with the help of his father, Tommy Barnett. The same Tommy Barnett that serves on the Joyce Meyer Ministries board of directors with Dru Hammer. Tommy Barnett is pastor of the Phoenix First Assembly of God megachurch in Phoenix, Arizona.

Former Evangelical Leader Moves to Phoenix

Wednesday, April 18, 2007; 8:33 PM DENVER (AP) -- The Rev. Ted Haggard moved Wednesday from his longtime home in Colorado Springs to Phoenix, where the disgraced minister will join the same church that helped fallen televangelist Jim Baker. Haggard, 50, resigned as president of the National Association of Evangelicals last year after a former male prostitute alleged a three-year cash-for-sex relationship. The man also said he saw Haggard use methamphetamine. Haggard confessed to undisclosed "sexual immorality" and said he bought meth but never used it. The same way Bill Clinton never inhaled.
Ted and Gayle Haggard have ties to Phoenix. The couple spent three weeks at a secular treatment center in the area after the scandal broke. And the Pentecostal church they will attend, Phoenix First Assembly of God, is led by the Rev. Tommy Barnett, another member of Haggard's restoration team. Bakker, the televangelist, found refuge at Barnett's church after being released from federal prison for bilking supporters of $158 million. He volunteered at a Los Angeles church mission run by Barnett's son.

Ware said Haggard is continuing to receive counseling, which officials said will include an exploration of his sexuality. Haggard has told his advisers he does not believe he's gay.

A televangelist who brags that he loves money more than women has, not surprisingly, thrown his support behind Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump. Mike Murdock, a Texas-based pastor who promotes the so-called “prosperity gospel,” formally endorsed the real estate tycoon and reality TV star Monday during a rally in Greenville, South Carolina. Murdock was a preacher on “The PTL Club,” more commonly known as “The Jim and Tammy Faye Bakker Show,” during the 1980s, before a fraud conviction and sex scandal brought down the couple’s ministry and ended their marriage. A friend of the televangelist’s son claims Murdock maintained an extensive pornography collection, along with rare coins, jeweled watches and “the best dope money can buy.” John Oliver famously referred to Murdock as “that asshole with two planes” during a segment last year on prosperity gospel preachers who urge their flock to show their devotion to God by showering them with cash. “I ain’t seen a woman as good looking as a $100 bill,” Murdock said. “There’s something about a $100 bill that excites you.”

There is no way to determine where this Mike Murdock character comes from so I included this brief profile for some comedic relief. I then proceeded to explore the name Murdock for other Christian connections, and that’s when I stumbled upon the Wikipedia page for an internet Christ denier.
**Dorothy Milne Murdock** (1961 – December 25, 2015), better known by her pen names Acharya S and D. M. Murdock, was an American internet personality and a proponent of the Christ myth theory. She wrote and operated a website focused on history, religion and spirituality, and astro-theology. She argued that the Christian canon, as well as its significant figures, were based on Roman, Greek, Egyptian, and other myths. Her theories have been poorly received by mainstream scholars.

I found it curious that an “internet personality” whose theories have been poorly received by mainstream scholars would have her own Wiki page (and photo). For a comparison, check out the Wiki page for Miles Mathis. The fact that no such page exists should be considered a clue that Murdock is artificially promoted. Murdock's maternal family history was a dead-end, so I decided to stroll on over to the other side of the family orchard to pick some low hanging fruit, little realizing I had just entered a genealogical labyrinth.

Let’s get the Hollywood connections out of the way. I now realize that “Strange Relations” was a misnomer. It would only be strange if any of these promoted individuals (*internet personalities included*) WEREN'T related. **Dorothy Milne Murdock—Acharya S.—shares great grandparents with Clint Eastwood and John Hinckley (Avery/Greenslade, Boston MA), Robert Redford (Marvin/Clarke, New Haven CT), Clara Bow (Collins/Clarke, Middlesex CT), Fay Wray (Belcher/Billings, New Haven MA), Phyllis Livingston Baker (Bradley/Waddington, Yorkshire England), Sherrie Mae Adams (Dickerman/Cooper, New Haven CT), Spencer Tracy's wife Louise Ten Broeck Treadwell (Harris/Collins, Middlesex MA), and Charles Crocker's wife Clara Bow (Collins/Marvin, Middlesex CT). Wow. So this poorly received theorist has some pretty lofty connections!


**Acharya** is a preceptor or instructor in religious matters; founder or leader of a sect, or a highly-learned man or a title affixed to the names of learned men. The designation has different meanings in *Hinduism*, *Buddhism* and *secular contexts*. It is also a Brahmin surname found in Nepal and across India, including Odisha, West Bengal, and Maharashtra. (*Sounds like a chip off the old Theosophical block.*)

These are the prominent members of Murdock’s paternal family history:
- **Wells/Welles**: 5 generations starting with Bethiah (1655-1733) of Long Island, New York. Think H. G. Wells, Orson Welles, etc.
- **Lewis**: 8 generations beginning with Murdock’s g-grandmother Mary Lewis (1879-1967) of Middlesex, Connecticut. This line includes the names Alphonso, Abraham, and
Nehemiah and descends from Collins and Ingram. Think C. S. Lewis, Juliette Lewis, etc. Juliette's father had roles alongside Clint Eastwood and Robert Redford.

- **Seely/Seeley**: 11 generations beginning with Julia “Antoinette” Seely (1857-1925). This line includes the names Samuel, Eleazer, Ebenezer, Justus, and Benjamin. Robert Seely (1602-1668) was an early Puritan settler in the Massachusetts Bay Colony.

- **Clark**: 6 generations beginning with Hannah Clark (1685-1730), wife of Jonah Todd, mother of Abraham Todd. Think Mary Todd Lincoln. The Todds married the Welches who married the Buckinghamhs.

- **Bailey/Bayley**: beginning with Murdock’s g-grandmother Henrietta Bailey (1879-1947), daughter of Leven/Levin and Amanda Harris.

- **Harris**: beginning with Amanda Harris (1852-1923), daughter of Ebenezer, son of Alvah who was married to Sarah Bacon Cook. Think Kevin Bacon.

- **Savage**: Murdock is a direct descendant of John Savage, 2nd Earl Rivers. Savage was the first son of Thomas Savage, 1st Viscount Savage and his wife Elizabeth, daughter of Thomas Darcy, 1st Earl Rivers.

Dorothy Murdock, Christ denier, just happened to die on Christmas day. Isn’t that ironic? Dorothy Murdock’s mother’s name was Beatrice Knapp. An exploration of that surname indicates why her history is denied to us. It’s Jewish, of course.

Bliss Knapp was an early Christian Science lecturer and author. His parents were students of Mary Baker Eddy who was the founder of Christian Science, a new religious movement in the United States in the latter half of the nineteenth century. She founded the Church of Christ, Scientist in 1879 (note the date). Eddy’s first husband’s name was George Washington Glover. Dorothy Murdock has five generations of the name Glover in her lineage. Think actor Danny Glover. Madame Blavatsky first met Henry Steele Olcott at the house of the Eddy Brothers, two American mediums who claimed psychic powers. The Eddy brothers “tricks” were later exposed.

**Edward Knapp-Fisher** was an Anglican bishop and scholar educated at Trinity College, Oxford. He also served as a chaplain in the Royal Navy Volunteer Reserve. He died at the age of 88 and was survived by his wife, Joan Bradley. Dorothy Murdock has five generations of the name Bradley in her lineage. Florence E.S. Knapp was the first woman elected to a state cabinet office in New York. She was a descendant of Ebenezer Hancock, librarian of Harvard University and brother of John Hancock. Dorothy Murdock has five generations of the name Hancock in her lineage.

George Owen Knapp was a wealthy industrialist. He was the founder, CEO, and President of Union Carbide until 1933.

Harry Shepard Knapp was a Vice Admiral of the United States Navy.

Whitman Knapp was a federal judge. Headed the Knapp Commission, investigating corruption in the NYPD sparked by revelations from Frank Serpico.

Justin Knapp, also known by his screen name Koavf, is an American Wikipedia user who was the first person to contribute more than one million edits to Wikipedia. As of July 2015, Knapp had made almost 1.5 million edits to Wikipedia. He was ranked No. 1 among the most active Wikipedia contributors of all time, from April 18, 2012, to November 1, 2015.
Jennifer Lynn Knapp (born April 12, 1974) is an American-Australian folk rock and formerly contemporary Christian musician. Knapp was born in Chanute, Kansas, and was brought up irreligiously along with her twin sister Lori. Knapp announced that she is a lesbian, and has been in a same-sex relationship since 2002. The controversy surrounding her coming out made her the featured subject of an episode of Larry King Live. In 2011, Jennifer launched Inside Out Faith, an advocacy organization for LGBT people of faith. Through Inside Out Faith, Knapp speaks at churches and universities about her journey coming out to her faith community.

So, just like the insertion of an inverted pentagram at the start of this article, we see another subversion of Christianity through music. If you don’t think music is an important tool for Intel, let me remind you of a little group named The Beatles. From Miles’ paper on John Lennon, the masters of propaganda behind (the Beatles) had made a big mistake with the “we’re more popular than Jesus now” quote. That line had been no accident. Lennon didn’t just say it as a joke, off-the-cuff. It was an important part of the storyline since part of the propaganda was the destruction of Christianity. Intelligence had been trying to destroy Christianity since at least 1875 when Theosophy was created to help do just that…The Beatles suddenly became Buddhists and Eastern mystics and all that. In 1966, John Lennon told Newsweek, “Christianity will go, it will vanish and shrink. I needn’t argue about that. I’m right and will be proved right.” In the song Across the Universe, John Lennon sings ‘gai guru deva’ (all hail to the devas). In Theosophy, a deva is a spiritual entity, i.e. demon, which exists behind the scenes manipulating and directing human behavior.

[Miles: I think we may assume Dorothy Murdock is also related to Rupert Murdoch, but either Kevin or I will have to follow up on that later. Regardless, I was pleasantly surprised to find Kevin outing Acharya S., who I have mentioned a couple of times in my papers in passing. The thing to take away from this section, I think, is that the usual families are controlling both sides of every argument. They have a position all mapped out for you wherever you go and whatever you do, and if you don’t bite on that position, they have the opposite direction mapped out for you as well.]

I was going to continue with the Hammer/Oral Roberts connection, but instead, let’s close with a transition from the sublime to the ridiculous.
Allow me to introduce you to Paul Franklin Crouch and Jan Wendell Crouch (nee Bethany), the business masterminds behind the Trinity Broadcasting Network. Just like Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos, these people are manufactured by Intelligence as false human fronts for a fake project. Unlike Musk and Bezos, these puppets are portrayed as ridiculous caricatures. In case you thought that the Christian Broadcasting Network was opposed to Hollywood's lascivious culture, think again.

Paul Franklin Crouch (March 30, 1934 – November 30, 2013) was an American television evangelist and he shares great-grandparents with Charlie Chaplin’s first wife Mildred Harris, Quaker Oats founder Henry Parsons Crowell, and Oral Roberts (Robinson/Welles, New Haven CT), Miriam Hopkins (Tuttle/Matthews, New Haven CT), Francis Ford Seymour (Beach/Hill, Devon England), Kay Francis, Dennis Hopper, and Tom Brokaw (Royce/Sims, New London CT), Humphrey Bogart (Wilcoxen/Birdseye, Fairfield CT), and Phyllis Livingston Baker and William Holden (Beach/Staples, Fairfield CT).

I could continue with more genealogical evidence, but if you’ve gotten this far I think you get the point. Big Christianity is just another form of big business. It’s the same families pulling the same sh**.enanigans. The goal is, as always, to keep you confused, divided, and forking over the cash.

The ultimate question to ask now is, “What would Jesus do”?

"And Jesus went into the temple of God, and cast out all them that sold and bought in the temple, and overthrew the tables of the moneychangers, and the seats of them that sold doves, and said unto them, It is written, My house shall be called the house of prayer; but ye have made it a den of thieves."